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Why synthesise evidence?

• Evidence versus knowledge

• Single studies aren’t enough

• Rapidly expanding evidence base

• Need for certainty/accuracy

• Interested in influence of context

• Need for transparency/accountability

• Need to reduce bias/subjectivity

• SO – literature reviews and meta-analysis



Traditional Reviews

• Selection bias

• Lack of comprehensiveness

• Publication bias

• No transparency

• Vote-counting/quality bias

• Discussion bias

Evidence Base

Haddaway, N. R., Woodcock, P., Macura, B., and Collins, A. (2015) Making literature reviews more reliable through application of lessons from systematic 
reviews. Conservation Biology, DOI: 10.1111/cobi.12541.



Systematic Review

• Initially developed in medicine in 1980s

• Now routinely used to summarise evidence

• Typically regarded as ‘gold standard’

• Translated into conservation in 2006

• Widely used in other disciplines



Systematic Reviews

• Exhaustive searching

• Comprehensiveness

• Grey literature

• Transparent methods

• Weight studies

• Synthesis of all relevant 

studies

Evidence Base

Haddaway, N. R., Woodcock, P., Macura, B., and Collins, A. (2015) Making literature reviews more reliable through application of lessons from systematic 
reviews. Conservation Biology, DOI: 10.1111/cobi.12541.



Question Formulation

Protocol (peer-reviewed and published)

Searching

Article Screening

Data Extraction

Critical Appraisal

Synthesis

Final Review (peer-reviewed and published)

Communication

Transparency

Repeatability

Objectivity



Dicks, L. V., Walsh, J. C., & Sutherland, W. J. (2014). Organising evidence for environmental management decisions: a 
‘4S’hierarchy. Trends in ecology & evolution, 29(11), 607-613.



Systematic reviews vs Systematic maps

• Systematic reviews

– Full synthesis of study findings

– What is the impact of…? How effective is…?

– Quantitative synthesis (e.g. meta-analysis) / qualitative synthesis (e.g. 
framework synthesis)

– Yes/no, positive/negative, how much and uncertainty, influencers

Study one
Study two
Study three

Summary effect



Systematic reviews vs Systematic maps

• Systematic map

– NO full synthesis of study findings

– What evidence exists on…? What does the evidence look like on…?

– Evidence clusters, evidence gaps, patterns in methodology

– Narrative synthesis



Evidence synthesis and agriculture

• Key ‘synthesis gaps’



What evidence exists on farming and SOC?

• Systematic map

• 24,500 search results

• 5,800 relevant titles

• 1,800 relevant abstracts

• 735 studies in map DB
– Amendments

– Crop rotation

– Fertiliser

– Tillage



Evidence Atlas



Further outputs



Other agricultural reviews



Summary

• There is a pressing need for reliable reviews in agriculture

• Systematic reviews/maps are ‘gold standard’ syntheses

• Decisions should not be based on traditional literature reviews

• Ongoing projects are synthesising evidence

• More SRs/SMs needed


